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NOTES FROM PRESIDENT PAT 
 
Some musings towards the end of the year 
 
We seem to be galloping towards the end of the year. 
Christmas is peeking over the horizon and the new 
year will not be far behind. Perhaps the lifting of 
COVID restrictions has had something to do 
with this sense that time is flying. 
Remember when we were all confined to 
our homes, unable to travel more than 
five kilometres, with virtually no social 
interactions? Time hung very heavily 
then. 
We have been through a lot together 
over the past two or three years and 
looking at the world today it seems there 
is still a lot to be gone through. We have 
all had our feet on this earth for a good 
many years, and we have all learned a few 
things from our own experiences and from the 
world around us. Tentatively perhaps, but we might 
even admit to having gained a bit of wisdom. 
My bit of recently earned wisdom is summed up in the phrase “We see what we choose to 
look at”. That’s a highly problematic phrase from the start. I’m a bit obsessive about 
grammatical correctness, and ending with a preposition really rankles, but I can’t think of any 
other way to phrase it that doesn’t sound horribly clumsy – “we see that at which we choose 
to look”. Really? I don’t think so.  So, errant preposition or not, I more and more carefully 
choose the things I decide to look at. 
I know I can irritate with my ‘glass half full’ view of life, but it has done wonders for me. I 
notice the beauty around me, the positive steps being taken to solve the myriad problems 
the world is facing, the gestures of kindness that are happening every day. There are so many 
ways in which I wish the world was different, but I don’t want to lose my sense of wonder and 
of gratitude.  
The evil that is happening in Ukraine is not something I fail to see. Climate change may prove 
to be an existential crisis for us. The extraordinary wealth of a tiny minority, set against the 
poverty and struggle of so many, concerns me deeply. It would be so easy to let these troubles 
consume me. We see what we choose to look at, and if I keep looking at the problems that is 
all I will see. But if I choose to look for them, all around me I see things that make me hopeful, 
grateful and, sometimes, joyful.  
Right now, I see my amazing rhododendron covered in luscious white flowers, a gift to me 
that has asked nothing of me. I watched my daffodils raise their yellow heads as winter was 
at its gloomiest, and as they grew tired and wilted, the brilliant blue of the iris flowers took 
their place. I could weep as our native forests continue to be logged but I am awestruck by 
the efforts of those trying hard to safeguard what little forest we have left by stopping the 
bulldozers. Bombs fall, but good, brave people rescue others from the rubble and take in the 
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homeless. Flood waters rise, but neighbours care for each other and people work tirelessly to 
fill sand bags.  
In our own community we saw the best of people when the storms hit a little over a year ago. 
I am heartened often when I see a request for help in a local social media group – someone 
has had a flat tyre and is stuck by the side of the road. Within twenty minutes there will be a 
post saying “I’m on my way”. Our U3A tutors often spend hours in preparation for sessions 
that add richness and information to our lives, and it’s all voluntary. The U3A committee 
members quietly get on with the work that is needed to keep things moving along smoothly, 
providing the physical, intellectual and social stimulation we all need to thrive. All of this 
happens because there really is such a lot of goodness in the world and I don’t want to miss 
any of it.  
When I was a kid my mother would take me into town and we would have lunch at the old 
Downyflake Donuts restaurant in Swanston Street. There was a large mosaic on the wall with 
the words, “As you wander on through life brother, whatever be your goal, keep your eye 
upon the donut, and not upon the hole.” I try hard to look at the donut. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pat Buonicristiani 
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That time of the year is approaching: the annual rollover of our membership for the new year. 

As usual, you will need to renew your 
U3A Emerald membership, and enrol 
in classes for 2023.  Preparations are 
already in progress, as we decide 
which classes will continue into the 
new year, and what new classes we 
will be offering.  I have more news on 
that below, but first, some important 
dates for your U3A calendar. 
Our Membership Database, U-MAS, 
will be taken off line for three days 
from the 3rd to the 5th December, 
2022, as the digital mechanics of the 
rollover are enacted behind the 
scenes.  Enrolments for 2023 will 

commence at 10:00 am on Tuesday, 6th December 2022, both online and live at the Hills Hub, 
where we will be running an assisted enrolment morning from 10:00 am to 12:30 pm.  As 
always, we expect this to be a busy morning, so our events manager, Helen Waring, is 
organising a morning tea so that our members can relax and socialise as they wait their turn 
to enrol.  And, there will be musical interludes as well! 
So, what’s happening in 2023?  I’m pleased to say that the bulk of our courses will run again 
next year, although there will be some changes as I’ve outlined below: 
The following courses will no longer be running in 2023: 
Language And Literature         Tutor:  Kay Craig 
Flowers for the Home   Tutor:  Elaine Hahn 
Poetry to Delight   Tutor:  Mac Craig 
Classical Music Concerts  Tutor:  Anne Bartley 
From the Cave to the Internet  Tutor:  Pat Buoncristiani 
Towards a Sustainable World  Tutors: Martin Buoncristiani and Bruce Richardson 

 

 

The following courses will undergo a change of topic: 
Helen Waring’s The Private Life of a Masterpiece  Replaced with Art History: Oddball Artists 
Anne Richardson’s: The Pacific, Captain Cook and Art Replaced with Art and the Battle 
of Waterloo 
 
We will definitely have these brand-new courses: 
Expand Your Cooking Repertoire    Tutor: Heather Bishop 
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Autumnal Reflections in the Emerald Cemetery  Tutor: Dorothy Scott AM 
Pickleball      Tutor: Mal Bowmaker 
You May be a Poet     Tutor: Pat Buoncristiani 
Heather’s cooking class, which will take place in the Hills Hub, will involve sharing your special 
dish or cooking favourite with the group when it’s your turn. For the rest of the year, enjoy 
learning from others; eat, drink and be merry!  The class size will necessarily be small, so be 
sure to get in quick. 
Dorothy’s Emerald Cemetery visits will allow participants to enhance their appreciation of 
local history whilst strengthening our community’s connection to the Emerald Cemetery.  This 
will be a short course (6 sessions), running from March until May, 2023. 
Mal’s Pickleball class had to be postponed in 2022, as Cardinia Shire expressed doubts about 
playing the game at the Hills Hub.  We are now in the final stages of negotiating a new venue 
for 2023, so that classes can proceed. 
Pat’s new poetry class, which will run at the Hills Hub, provides an opportunity for you to try 
your hand at some different poetic forms. Come along and play with the words and the 
rhythms of our language. It's about exploration and fun. Most of all, it's about the music we 
can find in words and how we put them together.  The course will run for 2 hours on a monthly 
basis. 
There are other possible new classes which are still being negotiated: 
Bridge/Card Games.  Some of our members have expressed a wish to see the Bridge group 
resurrected in 2023, perhaps including other card games.  We are following up on this, and 
the class should run, pending venue and Tutor availability.  We’ll let you know as matters 
progress. 
Model Train Group.  Expressions of interest have been received for this new class, which (like 
Bridge) should run pending venue and Tutor availability. 
Lawn Bowls.  Some preliminary discussions have been undertaken with the Cockatoo Bowling 
Club to possibly establish a U3A lawn bowls group.  We are in the very early stages of seeing 
whether this could be a viable option for us.  More as it happens! 
 
There’s an awful lot going on at the moment, and we will keep you all in the loop with 
progress.  Meanwhile, we are looking forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the 
2023 enrolment morning tea, at 10:00 am on December 6th. 
 
Bruce Richardson 
Membership, U-MAS and Timetable Co-ordinator 
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Our Italian Language Class 
 
In my Italian advanced class, we master the language through fascinating cultural reading. 
We look at how the language was introduced from Latin into Italian by studying the great 
masters: Dante, Petrarca and Boccaccio. 
We look at various Italian cities and find out their local cultural Festa for example ll Carnevale 
di Venezia or Il Palio di Siena’ etc. Of course, I tell my students my own personal experiences 
of the ‘festa’ of my own native town Chioggia la sagra del pesce the festa of the fish’ because 
Chioggia is a fishing village. I remember as a little boy walking with my brothers and parents 
to the piazza to eat fried fish inside bragozzi (huge fishing boats), memories I will never forget. 
Guess why I become emotional. Anyway, in class we speak Italian. I think we learn new words 
at least once a week. We converse in Italian.  
We don’t learn only a language but a culture as well. Up to this very moment of our history 
the contribution of every student in my class is fascinating It’s like a huge painting in progress 
Viva la dolce vita 
 
Ciao  
Aldo Belemo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Choggia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chioggia
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Book group  
 
Book Group have read the following two books: 
The Birdman’s Wife- Melissa Ashley 
Infinite Splendours- Sofie Laguna 
 
We are currently reading The Happiest Refugee- Anh Do 
 
This month we had a visiting author speak to the group. Judith Simpson is a local resident and 
has written The Princess of Pushkar Book 1 and 2. She spoke about her writing processes and 
the enormous amount of research that goes into each book. It was also fascinating to hear 
the publishing process from first draft to final publication and the request publishers make of 
authors. Judith was incredibly interesting and had many stories to tell giving us insights into 
an author’s life. 
Her books are aimed at young adults and would be wonderful reading if you have 
grandchildren in this age group. Books are set in India, with strong characters and lots of 
action.  
Our group enjoyed the session very much.  
 In 2023 I would like to introduce a second book group as we have grown over the year, so if 
anyone is interested the extra group will be held on Tuesday mornings, the second Tuesday 
of the month.  
 
Books and viewing we have enjoyed since the last newsletter. 
 
Books 
Book of Colours- Robyn Cadwallader 
Born -again Blakfella- Jack Charles (biography) 
Mothers and Sons- Colm Toibin 
Apples Never Fall- Liane Moriarty 
Tin Man- Sarah Winman 
Two Nights in Lisbon- Chris Pavone 
Man Search for Meaning- Viktor Frankl 
Listen to the Retreat- Sarah Pearse 
Poems of Rumi 
The Last Train to Istanbul- Ayse Kulin 
Lessons in Chemistry- Bonnie Garmus 
Exile- Jane Harper 
The Bullet that Missed- Richard Osman 
Shantaram- Gregory David Roberts 
Parallel Lives -Phyllis Rose 
The Cormoran Strike Series- Robert Galbraith 
The Princess of Pushkar 1 and 2 – Judith Simpson 
 
Happy reading, viewing and listening everyone!  
 
Tanya Cooke 

 
 

 

 
 

T.V 
SBS On Demand 

• Suspect 

• Four Lives 

• Strong Female 
Lead 

• Nebraska 

• The Australian 
Wars 

• The Fall 

• Riviera 

• Coco Avant Chanel 
 

Iview 

• Time 

• Marriage 

• Bloodline 
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BOTANICAL ART 

 
The botanical artists have worked hard during a very difficult year and produced beautiful 
works of art in watercolour, pastel and coloured pencils. I am very grateful for their support 
over the last couple of years and look forward to another year of drawing and painting with 
the class. 
 
Kay Craig 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

         The art of Mandi Keck 
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Kay Craig 

Anne Donaldson       Judy Booker 
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Exploring Victoria 

 
 
In September a small but happy group of explorers took a 
trip into Queen Victoria Market, which has been an icon of 
this city for many years. 
We alighted from our journey at the very cavernous 
Melbourne Central Station and on reaching the surface 
(quite a long way up) we started our day with coffee and 
cake.  
Something I have learnt the hard way as we slowly return 
to normal, is that some things are not as easy as they used 
to be. 
 
Whether it be a staffing issue or not, the manager of the 
cafe insisted that he give us a bill and we would have to 
sort it out ourselves. A lot of us have not returned to cash 
since the pandemic and this meant that what should have 
been a simple act, ended up being stressful, with people 
having to find an atm in order to give me cash for their 
coffee. We all learnt a lesson that you just need to carry a few small notes and some change 
just in case. 
 

We walked from there to Victoria Market 
along Elizabeth Street, where we were 
greeted at the end of String Bean Alley 
with our very friendly guide Carmel, who 
was to take us on a culinary journey 
through the market. 
 
 
 
I was so glad we opted to take the tour, it 
was worth every bit of the $15. Carmel 
has worked as a guide at the market for 

over twenty years. She has firsthand knowledge of all the stall keepers and conversed with 
them like old friends. She told us many stories of the history of the stalls and the people who 
ran them. Sometimes several generations of the same family have run the stalls over many 
years. One old Chinese gentleman, now in his late eighties, had helped to run the family fruit 
and vegetable stall since he was a young primary school student. She chatted to stall keepers 
who were more than happy to offer us samples of their products. They were all very proud of 
the freshness and quality of the goods they sold. 
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I asked Carmel what it was like during Covid. She responded "dreadful, just awful." In a lot of 
cases these stalls were supporting two or three families and when people were not able to 
go more than 5km their businesses ground to a halt. Such was her love for these people that 
she would take the tram into the market a couple of times a week, just to talk to whoever 
was operating the stalls and perhaps buy them a cup of coffee and offer some support.She 
really loves her little job and that came across in her enthusiasm. 
After the tour we had a walk around the rest of the market, which is still under renovation.   
We went home via Flagstaff hill, a very historic part of the foundation of Melbourne. Once 
called burial hill. This area across to the area of Queen Victoria Markets was once used as a 
graveyard before Melbourne Cemetery was opened in 1853. Who would have thought that 
in the early days of settlement, this piece of high ground afforded panoramic views of 
Melbourne, the Yarra River and the bay. 
I think another great adventure had been had by our group 
 
Sandy Meyers (Exploring Victoria 1) 
 
Flagstaff Gardens historic cemetery 
 

Flower arrangement for the home  

This very simple arrangement is one I always enjoy. It’s really beautiful in its simplicity. 
Especially when the first of your favourite flowers shoot up in the garden. Think too of the 
colour combination. Today I will make a miniature version to display one of nature’s delights 
the Lily of the Valley. 

 
Elaine Hahn 
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

https://www.hothamhistory.org.au/flagstaff-gardens-once-a-cemetery/
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History of Rock/Pop Music 

The Beatles’ early years 
In 1958 John Lennon, Paul McCartney and George Harrison joined John’s skiffle band, the 
Quarrymen. They 
were influenced by 
earlier rock and roll, 
e.g., Buddy Holly 
along with the many 
girl groups that had 
emerged in the late 
50’s. 
Probably pivotal to 
their development as 
a group were the 
years they spent 
honing their craft in 
clubs around 
Hamburg between 
1960 and 1962. Stuart 
Sutcliffe and the newly recruited Pete Best were part of this line up. Ringo would not 
replace Pete Best until they returned home. 
Bands were often booked to play in Hamburg clubs. The Beatles were expected to perform 
up to six sets, alternating with a second group, over 12 hours of the day. They needed to 
have an extensive collection of song.  
Lennon said: "We had to play for hours and hours on end. Every song lasted twenty 
minutes and had twenty solos in it. That's what improved the playing. There was 
nobody to copy from. We played what we liked best and the Germans liked it as long 
as it was loud”. 
McCartney recalled: "We got better and better and other groups started coming to 
watch us. The accolade of accolades was when Sheridan would come in from the 
Top Ten (the big club where we aspired to go) or when Rory Storm or Ringo [Starr] 
would hang around to watch us. 
The Beatles, as we know, replaced Pete Best with Ringo when they returned to 
Liverpool. (Stuart Sutcliffe stayed on in Europe.) 
They were soon to be visited at the Cavern, by a person named Brian Epstein, who 
ran the local record shop, and their future and rock/pop music was about to change 
forever… 

_______________________________ 
 

The classes for the history of popular music will continue in 2023, as we explore the many 
genres and artists that emerged through the 20th century. New members are welcome to 
join this class as there are no pre-requisites.  
Tutor: Jon Snyder  
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 Musicians Sharing Group 

Last Meeting of Term 3 
 

We are a group of keen amateur musicians who meet for two hours each Tuesday morning 
to play together a wide variety of music. On the last meeting of each term we like to present 
a mini concert for family and friends to hear what we have worked on during the term. During 
the recent winter term however, there were lots of members missing at times due to illness, 
“escape Melbourne” holidays and work commitments; all this made a performance 
impractical – no worries, we played and sang for ourselves! 

This photo shows all who were present on the day. 

 
Several people presented items which they had rehearsed themselves. 

It was great that our newest members, Bev and John played a saxophone duet. 

 
A big thank you to Paul Bianco for these great photos! 

After the small group pieces, we played together several of the items we had been studying 
during the term. It was an enjoyable morning but we do hope to be able to share our music 
with many others at the end of the year. Performances are the reward for hard work! 
Following the meeting Gaye and Graham invited the group to their home where we shared 
a very pleasant lunch catered by a local eatery.  
Robyn Sorensen   Music tutor. 
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Exploring Victoria 2 
 
 

The year is drawing to a close. In August 
Exploring Victoria 2 went to Point Nepean 
Quarantine Station. We toured the heritage 
listed buildings established in the 1850s. The 
rich history of the station was written on 
placards which we read with great interest. 
The immigrants came by sea and were place 
there to be nursed through infectious 
diseases. We also went to Fort Nepean in 
Point Nepean National Park and explored the 
various military forts and tunnels. Meanwhile 
we could gaze at the beautiful ocean views 

surrounding us. We also paid our respects to Harold Holt. Lunch which is always an important 
part of our day was at the Portsea Pub where we enjoyed a delicious meal. 
 
Our September Exploring was closer to home 
when we met at the Bunjil Place Gallery for the 
Archibald portraiture exhibition. Everyone 
enjoyed the paintings. Much discussion 
ensured at Lunch at Stella’s Kitchen in 
Montage’s Orchards, Narre Warren Nth.    
 
 
.    
 
October was at the Alowyn Gardens at Yarra Glen. 
https://alowyngardens.com.au Everyone enjoyed the beauty 
and variety of gardens there. As we walked around the group 
shared information about the various plants and landscapes. 
Of course the only exit was through their nursery where many 
of us made some purchases. Lunch was at The Yarra Valley 
Chocolaterie & Ice Creamery.  
 
In November we are going into the MCG for a tour and then 
lunch at the Trumble Bar and Cafe. December we usually meet 
for Christmas lunch in one of our local Restaurants.   
 
Anne Bartley 
  

https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/places-to-see/parks/point-nepean-national-park/attractions/quarantine-station
https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/places-to-see/parks/point-nepean-national-park/attractions/quarantine-station
https://montague.com.au/the-orchard-at-montague/stellas-kitchen/
https://alowyngardens.com.au/
https://www.yvci.com.au/
https://www.yvci.com.au/
https://mcc.org.au/mcc-reserve/food-and-beverage-facilities/hugh-trumble-cafe
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

 
Here we are, racing towards the end of another U3A year. Time sure flies when you’re having 
fun, and I think we have mostly had fun in the Photography class. I suppose it’s the same with 
other classes in that numbers vary a great deal, depending on the weather, members’ trips 
away, family commitments and the like, but I think I can say the core membership has been 
constant. Having a Beginners class run separately for two terms was worthwhile, some 
members from which have continued with the on-going class. 

Our recent activities included a trip to the 
city, as these images evidence. “City at 
Night” and “Docklands”  by Robyn Zelley 

  

  
 
 
We plan a final outing to Healesville Sanctuary in November.  
In the meantime, we are working towards the production of our 
own 2023 wall calendar. The calendar will showcase lots of 
excellent photographs, made by these very accomplished U3A 
photographers. Initially just for us, but, if anyone in the wider  
U3A group would like a copy, sight unseen of course, let me know. 
It will be a double A4 size when opened, images at the top, the 
month as a 28–31-day grid below, with lots of space to write 
those dates and appointments to be remembered. I think you’ll 
know the format. The price is uncertain at this stage but will be around the $12 mark.  
 
Regarding 2023, if anyone is considering joining either Photography class next year, be aware 
that there’s an initial period of priority for current class members. However I shall again run 
a  Beginners’ class for the first two terms. Keep your eye on U3A emails. I think December 6th 
is the enrolment day. 
 
Paul Bianco 
Tutor 
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Classical Music Concerts 
 
A small number of people have been happy to attend some 
Classical Music concerts over the last few months. But many 
who joined up initially found it did not suit their interests. 
Therefore, I will not continue the Classical Music Concerts as 
a U3A activity next year. There are a few people interested 
in joining me in 2023 to attend the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra on six Saturday afternoons for the year so I will go 
ahead a book for them. 
 
Anne Bartley 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Can you read this?  55 people out of 100 can  

I cdnuolt blveiee that I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd what I was rdanieg.  The phaonmneal 
pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it dseno't 
mtaetr in what oerdr the ltteres in a word are, the olny iproamtnt tihng is that the frsit 
and last ltteer be in the rghit pclae.  The rset can be a taotl mses and you can still raed it 
whotuit a pboerlm.  This is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, 
but the word as a wlohe.  Azanmig huh?  Yaeh and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was 
ipmorantt!  If you can raed this forwrad it 

Thanks to Peter Saunders for sending this in.  
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Australian History 
 
History Research and Investigations 
 

I have taken Australian History since 2008 so this year we are 
trying something different. The idea is for participants and 
the tutor to develop a list of topics which could be Australian 
history, world 
history or Indigenous history. 
I will lead an investigation of the topics and see if we can 
identify and involve U3A members and members of our 
community. The objective is to gear the topics to the 
interests of the participants 
but obviously I will cover issues which our group may be 
interested in. 

          The current Australian History group are suggesting topics which we can start with. 
 
Dick Bartley 
 
 

Creative Writing Group 
 

Since the last newsletter, we have continued to listen to "My Word" recordings which Stuart 
brings to us.  We have also been doing warm-up writing activities which result in much 
instant creativity and laughter.  Stuart and Gill have been the leaders of some of these 
activities.  Recent optional homework topics have been: 
1.  nostalgia 
2.  We can but speculate 
3.  The way I see it 
 4.  using Shakespeare's invented words and phrases and/or inventing words and phrases 
yourself to use in your piece 
 
U3A members are invited to be a visitor to the group to determine if they would like to join 
us next year.  We enjoy each other's company and pieces very much.  Contact me if you are 
interested. 
 
Peter Saunders 
0406 499 781 
 

Play Readings Group 
 
Since the last newsletter, we have read three plays. 
1.  "Long Day's Journey Into Night" by Eugene O'Neill 
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This is an extremely long play and is about the dramatic relationships between a husband 
and wife, and their two adult sons. 
2.  "Candida" by George Bernard Shaw 
This is one of Shaw's "Plays Pleasant" comedies about young Candida and two rivals for her 
love - her husband and a young poet. 
3.  "Ghosts" by Henrik Ibsen 
This is a drama which shocked Norwegian society at the time (1880s) because of the moral 
issues it raised. 
 
The members who read the roles do so with plenty of enthusiasm and are doing very well! 
   
U3A members are invited to be a visitor to the group to determine if they would like to join 
us next year.  We enjoy each other's company and bringing theatre into The Hub very 
much.  Contact me if you are interested. 
 
Peter Saunders 
0406 499 781 
 

           Maybe Less is More 

Martin Buoncristiani 

 

 

“Space is big. You just won't believe how vastly, 

hugely, mind-bogglingly big it is. I mean, you 

may think it's a long way down the road to the 

chemists, but that's just peanuts to space.” 

Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the 

Galaxy. A few newsletters ago I described the 

recently deployed James Webb Space 

Telescope, the world's premier space science 

observatory. Now the first scientific images are 

emerging. They are wonderous images that 

display the magnitude and complexity of the 

universe. The most informative is a view looking 

deep into space (shown above). The field of this 

view is tiny. Imagine holding a grain of sand at 

arm’s length; that grain blocks the size of the 

region of space imaged.  

 

The picture reveals thousands of galaxies in that tiny piece of the universe. Light from some 

of the most distant galaxies has been traveling for billions of years to reach the telescope. The 
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brighter objects near the center are galaxies forming a cluster called SMACS 0723. The mass 

of this cluster bends the light from the objects behind it, giving those objects a slight 

curvature. The redness in some galaxies is due to the expansion of the universe shifting the 

color of the original light. All these effects give clues to what was occurring when the universe 

was young and astronomers are examining this image to glean every bit of information from 

it. 

 

Thousands of galaxies hidden behind a grain of sand does clarify just how vast the universe 

is. The Earth we live on is a smallish planet orbiting a smallish sun in a rather ordinary sized 

galaxy. It may be distressing to think of the smallness of Earth compared to the vastness of 

Space. But there is another way to look at that. Our planet was formed 4.5 billion years ago 

and over the course of time life evolved and eventually our species, homo sapiens or people 

who think, emerged. Those ‘people who think’ have brought us to the point where we, here 

in Emerald, can contemplate the universe.  

 

You can feel proud that you are able to think about the smallness of our planet and the 

vastness of our universe. Most of the universe is just matter but here on Earth there are 

thinkers. We don’t yet know how rare we thinkers might be, but we can acknowledge and 

appreciate what humans have achieved. To paraphrase Douglas Adams, matter is just peanuts 

to thinking 

 

So, while we inhabit a tiny planet embedded in a vast universe we generate knowledge about 

it, we think about it, and many other issues. We also have the capacity for empathy, 

generosity and love. In fact, it is love of knowledge (philosophy in its broadest sense) that 

generally inspires our progress. Our understanding and appreciation of how far we have come 

as a species implies an associated responsibility – to protect Earth and enable humanity to 

continue to prosper. 

 

Martin Buonicristiani 
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Recently, at a lunch with friends…  

the topic inevitably turned to the problems encountered with memory lapses as we age. Our 
friend, David, instantly contributed the following poem from Twitter, written by a one-time 
bookseller named Brian Bilston. I thoroughly recommend him for his humorous contribution 
on Twitter. 
 
Jon Snyder 

Advanced Book Search 
 
"I can’t remember what it's called 
but I'm pretty sure it has a green cover. 
What I do know is that the author's name 
starts with a P. Or possibly a K. 
One of the consonants, definitely. 
She was talking about it on Radio 4 last week-  
although now I come to think of it, 
it may have been Radio 2. On Monday. 
It's a novel. Set in Bridgend, if that helps. 
No, hang on ... Bridport. Or Brisbane? 
She did sound Australian, in a Welsh kind of way. 
At least, I think it's a novel. It might be 
an autobiography. Or a travel guide. 
But I am certain it has a green cover 
because I saw a picture of it 
in the newspaper a few weeks ago, 
although that could have been another book ...” 
are words that take a long time to type 
into an online search box, 
and lead to unsatisfactory results. 
I ask my local bookseller instead, 
who fetches the book from the shelf. 
Turns out the cover was red. 
Brian Bilson 
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We have a small group of ladies participating fortnightly at the Hub. 
This group has had various locations over the years from Macclesfield to Monbulk and now 
Emerald.   Knitting, crochet, quilting and embroidery are all featured in the photographs 
attached, and all skill levels can produce amazing works of craft.  There is plenty of space to 
bring along your machine too.  
 
We would love to see some more faces come along and join, two hours at the Hub and then 
we pop over locally for lunch. 
 
Suzanne Farr 
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It’s been a difficult two years for performers, including community choirs. Covid restrictions, 
due care, physical distance and mask wearing have all affected how much we can sing, but 
the last few months have seen some kind of return to normal. 
 
A smaller group of us have persevered with shorter rehearsals over the winter months, and 
careful attention to our health and safety. As the warmer weather returns, we are back to our 
normal two hours, with good ventilation. 
 
In June we performed two items (Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah and a New Zealand sea 
shanty, The Wellerman along with the Musicians Sharing Group at Evergreens. It felt 
wonderful to sing in full voice again. 
 

It would be excellent to grow the choir next year - more voices give a much richer sound, 
particularly if there’s depth - so, if you’re a tenor or a bass, and have been wondering about 
singing in a group for both a challenge and some fellowship, with plenty of laughter, please 
come along and give it a try. All singers, whatever part you sing (even if you don’t know what 
it is yet!), are welcome. We meet at the Hub on Wednesdays from 4-6pm. 
 
We are currently working on two Christmas pieces to sing at the U3A enrolment day at the 
Hub on 6th December at around 11.30am. An arrangement of The First Noel based on 
Pachelbel’s Canon in D, and A Christmas Roundelay, a modern three-part canon by Sally 
Albrecht.  
 
Rosamond Winter 
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AUNTIE KAY’S AGONY COLUMN 

 
Dear Auntie Kay, 
 
My husband has taken to watching daytime television and wanting me to join him on the sofa. 
I have explained that I don’t do daytime TV and he gets quite sulky and says he thought 
marriage was all about sharing. I thought so too but that old adage seems to hold some truth- 
It starts when you sink in his arms and ends with your arms in the sink. I asked him if he 
would like to share more of the daily household chores and he said he already checks the 
letter box and takes the rubbish out and do I want him to overdo things and have a heart 
attack? He says that after working hard all his life, surely he is entitled to a little relaxation. 
Relaxation! As a Museum Attendant he spent his whole working life sitting down! 
I am hoping you can help with my problem. 
 
Mrs. Viola Languish   Monbulk North 
 
 
Dear Mrs. Languish, 
 
I don’t really think you have a problem my dear. As a Museum Attendant your husband had 
a very onerous and dangerous job. He would have had to be on high alert for many possible 
emergencies such as people trying to steal or damage valuable artefacts, noisy and disruptive 
people, terrorist attacks and inappropriate salacious suggestions from elderly women. I have 
known many Museum Attendants who have left their job because of severe post-traumatic 
stress. 
Just be thankful that your husband is on the sofa and not down the RSL telling off colour jokes 
and whingeing about life with the wife. 
 
Be Happy 

Auntie Kay 
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Madness in my Method 

I remember once thinking that my ninety-year old mother had finally grasped what I had been 
explaining about mathematical probability and random sampling.  I am a rational man and a 
renowned scientific thinker, so had felt compelled to explain that lucky numbers are a fallacy; 
her lucky numbers did not give her a better chance of winning TattsLotto.   I could see she 
was sceptical, so was surprised a week later when she told me that she had started drawing 
her TattsLotto numbers from a bag, like they do in pub raffles.   It was a remarkable shift, and 
I naturally took credit for it, but her method was not what I expected.   I realised this when I 
called in while she was drawing her numbers.   Her procedure looked at first to be a textbook 
example of random selection without replacement, but then I noticed her draw a number 
from the bag, frown at it, drop it back in the bag, and take another.   This happened a few 
times.   It became too much for me.  “Sorry to interrupt, mum”, I interjected, “but what are 
you doing?”   She looked at me with the patient soft expression that mothers use when 
answering their children’s questions:  “I didn’t like those numbers”.    
 
Perhaps my mother had reasoned that the numbers she had chosen had as much chance of 
being selected in the TattsLotto draw as those she had rejected.   I would not bet on that, but 
decided not to inquire because I might have to admit that lucky numbers had as much chance 
of winning TattsLotto as numbers drawn randomly.   My mum would think she had been right, 
as usual.  Instead, I assured myself quietly that mum’s reasoning was mad, whereas mine was 
rational.   I often reach that conclusion when comparing women’s thinking with my own. 
 
I would never suggest that random selection is a rational method for picking horse race 
winners.  We are approaching Melbourne’s Spring Racing Carnival as I write, and I shall soon 
start collecting and analysing data in preparation for my bet on the Melbourne Cup.   I am not 
interested in horse racing or gambling, but believe that having a bet on the Cup will prove to 
doubters that I am a perfectly normal person as well as a good Australian citizen.   I take my 
bet seriously, however, and prepare for it meticulously.    I use a scientific method, as I shall 
illustrate. 
 
As Cup Day approaches, I start collecting information from race form guides and attach special 
weight to information that I judge to be clearly relevant to any rational assessment.   The 
records of the Cup horses over three thousand metres, for example, and the track conditions 
at the time.   You must surely see the relevance of that, and, likewise, the weather forecast 
for Cup Day; the weights being carried; the records of the trainers and jockeys; horse 
bloodlines; Tote odds; barrier draws; and the predictions of expert tipsters.  I assess all of this 
and much more, until I finally feel confident in predicting the Cup winner.  This process takes 
a few days.   When finished, I plonk my money on, say, Socrates, at four-to-one.   Ten dollars 
on the nose.   I only ever bet on one horse, and always to win.   Anything else would betray 
doubts about my calculations.  
 
My wife uses a different method, which I concede is quicker and simpler.    She uses female 
intuition.   Typically, she has ‘a feeling’ about a horse, or likes its name or the jockey’s colours.  
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Her deliberations take no more than a few minutes.  She finishes and puts her money on Pink 
Blush, at fifty-to one.   I am incredulous.   I point out that there is no evidence of a causal 
connection between a horse’s name, or similar trivial extraneous detail, and the speed it can 
run over any measured distance.     
 
I have to make an irksome confession now:  I have never won anything on the Cup.   In 
contrast, and most aggravating, my wife has won quite regularly.  You will understand my 
frustration, but I argue, nevertheless, that she should use my method rather than hers.   Mine 
is rational and hers is not.  She replies, predictably, that the results show her method to be 
much more successful.  I then have to explain once again that rationality is illustrated in a 
process and not necessarily in results.    A provocative claim, I concede, and it provokes a 
clever question: “But isn’t it irrational to keep doing the same thing and hoping for a different 
result?”   I pause.  She often surprises me with this kind of sophistry.  “No”, I reply.  “It is 
completely rational”.    She looks at me levelly. “You are mad”, she says.  She always says that. 
 
Eddie Vaughan  
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A Busy Day in Nursery Land 
Jack should never have been given that crown. Everyone said so. His ability to break any even 

moderately fragile thing that came into his possession was legendary. He could break a chair, 

just by sitting in it. And don’t even begin about that poor young egg. Luring him up onto that 

wall wasn’t enough, was it? No. He should have known better. Frightening him with the threat 

of toast soldiers was a low act. Humpty had always been a delicate child. His parents wouldn’t 

let him play contact sports. But Jack? Thoughtless Jack? He encouraged him to climb up on 

the stool first, and then onto the top of that brick wall at the bottom of his garden. Once he was 

up there, Jack egged him on. “Go on Humpt. Take a walk. Imagine how far you’ll be able to 

see” So poor old Humpty struggled to his feet, teetering on his stumpy little legs.  The inevitable 

happened. 

To make matters worse, he cared not a fig for Jill. He just let her tumble past him, top over tail, 

until she landed at the bottom of the hill right in the middle of Mary’s garden. “Look what 

you’ve done,” cried Mary. “You’ve flattened my silver bells. “Oh, dear me” spluttered a 

dishevelled Jill. “I’m so sorry.” “No, you are not” snapped the contrary lass as she tossed her 

hair and stormed off to the garden shed for her hoe. 

Over the hill Jill could hear the thunder of hooves. In a cloud of dust and agitation a small 

group of mounted King’s men pulled to a whinnying halt. Resplendent in red and gleaming 

brass, the captain dismounted. “Where is he?” he snapped. “Where’s the egg?” Jill pointed to 

the untidy pile of shell and yolk that lay among the cockle shells. The King’s men got busy 

trying to find the edges before tackling the middle of this particularly difficult jigsaw puzzle. 

Meanwhile Jack was wandering about with bits of broken crown in his hand, rubbing his free 

hand over his face and wailing, “What will daddy say? This is the third one this month.” They 

were all suddenly distracted by a distant whoop of delight coming from high above their heads. 

The moon was still visible in the daylight sky. They were just in time to see a rather surprised 

Jersey cow coming back to earth. She landed deftly on all four legs, shook her head and was 

heard muttering as she walked off, “That wasn’t as hard as I expected, but hardly worth the 

effort.” 

Jill dusted her frock down, pushed an errant lock or two behind her ears and headed towards 

the town. “Come on Jack” she shouted, looking back over her shoulder. “I can hear the bells. 

That damn pussy’s fallen down the well again.” 

Quarter of a mile from town Jack and Jill heard a mewing sound coming from some bushes on 

the side of the road. A very wet black cat sidled out of the undergrowth and rubbed itself around 

Mary’s legs. “Oh, come on Jill” called Jack. The village smithy won’t stay standing beneath 

that spreading chestnut tree indefinitely, and I need my crown fixed before daddy catches me.”  

But the cat was insistent, winding itself around and between Jill’s ankles. “Where have you 

been, you scrawny, wet little fellow? You look as if you’ve been on the road for a long time.” 

After a hesitant mew or two, the cat regaled them with a series of improbable tales. Prior to 

being rescued from a particularly dank and odorous well in town, he had been accompanying 

young Dick Whittington on the road to London. As resident cat to the new Lord Mayor he was 

invited to afternoon tea with the queen. He licked his feline lips as he described the fate of the 

poor unsuspecting mouse that had dared to intrude on her majesty’s presence and hide under 

her gilt and brocade red chair. 

“Oh Jack. Look at him. He’s so tired after such an adventure. pick him and put him in your 

pocket.” Jack duly bent down, scooped up the little waif and snuggled him into his coat pocket 

where he found a completely forgotten handful of beans. “Oh dear” he thought. “Now I will be 

in trouble with mummy too if I don’t plant these. I sold the cow weeks ago.” 

The rest of the story is a complex confusion of cows, and vines, giants and harps, of climbing 

and running and it’s far too long for the telling today.  

Pat Buoncristiani 
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           My School Days 

 
Primary school days for me 
were generally very happy. I 
had many friends there and 
I did well with the 
work.  The school which I 
attended was Canterbury 
State School. Today's 
government primary 
schools were known as 
state schools in those days. 
 
In my grade 1 photo, I 
looked very worried 
because I had overheard the 

photographer say he was going to "shoot" us.  I took his phrase literally. In that year, I already 
knew all my times tables. I was taken to the grade 6 class and correctly answered all the tables 
questions they threw at me. Apparently, I said that this experience was "interesting". This was 
my peak year because, by the time I finished being in grade 6, many other children had 
overtaken me in performance. 
 
In grade 2, Mrs Brockett taught us that the letter "u" is dropped in the spelling when "four" 
becomes "forty".  She then asked us to write the words for 46.  I wrote "fourty-six" and Mrs 
Brockett exploded when she saw my work.  A "Weren't you listening to me?" reprimand 
occurred.  I thought that she had meant that the "u" is dropped only for exactly forty but the 
"u" is retained for 41-49.  I didn't get a chance to explain myself. 
 
In grade 6, we had a Temperance exam about the evils of alcohol.  My mark was 50%, maybe 
the bottom of the class. In the headmaster's spelling test in grade 6, I was confident that I had 
spelt all twenty difficult words correctly.  Imagine my shock when I received back my test 
paper with a score of 16 / 20.  There were four words which contained the letter "i" and I had 
failed to include the dot on the top of those letters.  Here now were the dots in large red 
ink.  A harsh lesson! 
  
In grade 6, I was briefly in the school cricket team.  For my one and only match against another 
school, I opened the batting with my one pad on my right leg.  It should have been on my left 
leg, being a right-handed batsman.  There was no time to correct my mistake. I was scared of 
the fast bowler using a cricket ball and being hit on my unprotected left leg. I swung and 
missed at his entire first over without scoring anything, much to the concern of our captain 
and our teacher/coach. 
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I felt the sting of teachers' straps quite a few times.  One day, Robert H was strapped 
mercilessly on his hands and bare arms and legs outside the classroom door by a male 
teacher.  it was a brutal assault that seemed to go on forever.  We saw and heard it all.  There 
was a shocked silence from all of us when Robert eventually opened the door and walked to 
his desk, extremely distressed and holding back tears. 
 
At general assembly, we saluted the flag, sang "God Save The Queen" and recited The 
Declaration, which I can still remember, word for word.  Some of the other grade 6 class were 
the drum band, which played the "going in to class" marching music after each general 
assembly.  I would have loved to have been in that drum band. 
I never had a male classroom teacher, which my mother did regret. We wrote with pen and 
ink, which came from inkwells on our desks.  Being an ink monitor to fill the wells was a 
privilege. We drank milk from little glass bottles. We listened to "The School Broadcasts". 
We did mental arithmetic, long division, long multiplication, spelling lists, the school readers, 
The School Paper, Nature Study, Social Studies and Poetry Anthology. 
 
The four competitive houses for sport were named after early Melbourne identities.  They 
were Henty (my house), Batman, Flinders and Fawkner. There was a tuck shop across the 
road.  The price of a pie was one shilling. I didn't go to Somers Camp.  There was a ballot and 
I missed out.The art room was focused upon various crafts, for example weaving, pottery, 
leatherwork and basket-making. Boys and girls hardly mixed at all.  There were even separate 
playgrounds for us on opposite sides of the school building. 
 
At the age of eleven and a half, I commenced at Camberwell High School. This was a shock to 
my system. Suddenly, there were many teachers with whom to deal; bells ringing to signify 
the starts and ends of periods; timetables and rooms to use throughout the school; form, 
boys and general assemblies; uniforms including caps and blazers; detentions, House Captains 
and prefects; and many "tough" kids. 
 
school was supposedly one of the best high schools, and quite conservative and 
traditional.  Many of the teachers wore black academic gowns. I learnt woodwork but only in 
form 1 but Latin for four years, which was extremely difficult, but I am now glad that I studied 
it. 
There were quite a few events throughout each year such as The Choral Festival in which the 
four houses competed against each other.  The houses were named after wartime leaders 
and were Montgomery (my house), Churchill, Macarthur, and Roosevelt.  There were also 
Speech Nights and orchestral performances. Intra- and inter-school sport were very 
strong. We had athletics, swimming and rowing competitions, and there were many school 
teams.  I was in the tennis team against strong competition such as Melbourne and University 
Highs Schools. 
 
I stunned everyone, including myself, by coming top of my form 1 in second term with a mark 
of 95% for French.  That was my only academic highlight.  In contrast to the above, my 
lowlight was that I failed art in form 2.    We had to do paintings, many of human faces.  My 
efforts were hopeless and to this day I have little confidence in drawing. 
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I was elected by my form 1 class to be the social services representative.  I didn't want this 
position so my friends then nominated me.  I had a landslide victory because all my friends 
voted multiple times.  I was hopeless as the representative, doing virtually nothing all year 
because I was very shy amongst so many unfamiliar classmates. 
I was equally as incompetent in form 5 as an SRC representative.  There were many politically 
minded students at the meetings and I was overawed by them.  I lacked the confidence to 
stand up in front of my form class to give reports. 
 
In a class in form 1 with young Miss Jones as our teacher, a group of my friends and I were 
confusedly discussing the definition of the word "virgin".  We were sexually naive, probably 
unlike most boys today.  We thought that the word had something to do with being a young 
woman, as in the name The Virgin Mary.  Trevor W vaguely thought it meant something else 
so we decided to ask Miss Jones to help us.  She came to us and Trevor innocently 
asked, "Miss Jones, are you a virgin?"  The rest of us sensed instantly that this was 
unfortunate wording for expressing our question.  She quietly replied that this was not the 
sort of question that students should ask her.  She spoke to us again after the class had 
finished and I think she realised that it was a genuine misunderstanding.  Well done, Miss  
Jones. 
 
We had formal exams in every academic subject at the end of each term. Since then, I have 
been an opponent of assessing a whole term's or year's work on one exam. I had a wonderful 
teacher for English, Mr Murdoch.  He introduced the spoken reading of plays into his 
classes.  Suddenly, here was the life-changing world of theatre.  He introduced a Drama 
Festival whereby he directed several one-act plays. I became involved for the remainder of 
my time at the school. Mr Murdoch was quite unlike other teachers.  He wore trendy, brightly 
coloured clothes, drove a Citroen and had long sideboards. 
 
I made very bad subject choices going into form 5 which led to my only scraping through with 
a bare pass and then failing HSC in form 6.  A large part of the problem was that I had no idea 
about how to construct and write an essay.  I can't remember ever being taught how to do 
this.  This was a low point in my life and I was very unhappy.  I repeated form 6 and managed 
to pass, by studying several different subjects.  An irony is that I have since taught essay 
writing to adult students. 
 
The annual talent quests were wonderful.  I was amazed at how good some of the rock bands 
were.  The Conway brothers, Mick and Jim, formed The Jellybean Jug Band which went on to 
become The Captain Matchbox Whoopee Band.  They were a very popular winner. 
High school was certainly different to primary school.  it was a time of growing up into a 
teenager, Beatlemania, having girlfriends, learning about the world, and forming opinions 
about issues. 
        
Peter Saunders  
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        Life on the Open Road 

 
 
In mid-July we hooked up the caravan and quit Melbourne with its grey, cold and wet days 
and headed north to “cane country”. We were “Travelling North”! 
 
What a relief to head to endless blue skies, sandal wearing, sun soaking, and exploring! Up 
through mid NSW with stops at Moree enjoying their artesian spas, the Warranbungles and 
Kwiambal National Parks, and numerous small towns to finally cross the Queensland border 
at Texas. 
 
If you’ve never been to 
the small town of Texas, I 
recommend you do. It is a 
“Dementia Friendly 
Town” as announced by a 
sign in the main street. 
Traders in the town have 
been trained on how to 
recognise signs of 
dementia and provide 
appropriate support. The 
Rabbit Works Museum is 
well worth a visit as is the 
local Stockman Hotel run 
by a woman who will not 
tolerate any bad 
behaviour. No fights here! 
And it’s the “go to 
destination” for bikie groups every weekend! The first beer is free! We were lucky to arrive 
at the Show weekend and enjoyed all that comes with small town country shows, including 
of course the Camp Drafting. 
 
We arrived in Biloela the same day as officers from the Home Affairs who came to provide 
Permanent Protection Visas to the Tamil family of four who we had all come to learn about 
during their four years in detention. As a refugee activist the serendipity was not lost on me. 
 
On to Mt Morgan which was a very profitable gold mine, and Rockhampton which benefitted 
from their profits exported via the Fitzroy River. There are many fine examples of historic 
buildings in Rockhampton, particularly along Quay Street beside the Fitzroy River. Caravaners 
appreciate the 48-hour free stay at their lovely Kershaw Gardens. 
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The Mackay hinterland is a must visit destination. 
This is cane country. The cane trains can take up 
to 10 minutes to cross the roads. They are like the 
little toy trains my younger brother played with in 
the 50’s. I was told there are more than 30 coal 
mines 100 km over the mountains which explains 
the well-established towns through the Pioneer 
Valley. Dame Nellie Melba’s husband Charles 
Armstrong was manager of the Marian Sugar Mill. 
She spent the first years of her marriage living in 
the cottage which is now a lovely little museum, 

info centre and coffee shop called “Melba House”. A drive up through the valley and the 
endless cane fields with a long winding steep climb brings you to Eungella with a magnificent 
view down the valley toward Mackay. A little further you come to Broken River where you 
can watch the platypus enjoying themselves at any time of day.   
 
Next, we headed to the coast north of Mackay for a lovely week’s rest at Seaforth Camping 
Reserve beside the beach. Huge tides, long beach walks, noisy beach Curlews, and beautiful 
relaxing well -managed spot for caravaners. Cape Hillsborough National Park nearby was 
another favourite stop with pristine beaches and pods of dolphin enjoying the warm waters. 
 
 
What a great nine weeks of exploring different towns big and small in NSW and Qld and 
enjoying what our country has to offer. The pleasure of travel for me is in meeting locals and 
fellow travellers, sharing our stories and learning more every time about our wonderful 
country while marvelling at the many and varied beautiful places to enjoy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marg Edwards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Eungella vista 

Hillsborough National Park 
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Poms at Large – Innocents 
Abroad 

 
                                                     A Scottish Adventure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A recent programme on TV featuring a holiday in Scotland brought back memories of holidays 
spent there when the children were young. We frequently visited Scotland thanks to having 
family living near Perth (that’s Perth Scotland  not WA!). One particular holiday comes readily 
to mind when we ventured to the NE coast and hired a large static caravan suitable for two 
adults, three ‘littlies’ aged 8, 6 and 2 plus one crazy Dalmation dog. 
 
I had some reservations as to the suitability of a caravan holiday and my doubts were 
compounded as within the first few hours, I managed to test the furniture at head height 
giving rise to fears of concussion by the end of the week. Sleeping was also somewhat 
uncomfortable as in order to avoid further head injuries I discovered my feet were protruding 
some distance from the foot of the bed. All this seemed to greatly amuse Spouse and littlies 
but didn’t dampen my enthusiasm to explore ‘pastures new’. 
 
I therefore announced one morning that after consulting the local Ordnance Survey map I had 
located a small loch just north of Inverness which looked the ideal spot to visit. Approaching 
the loch Spouse announces, as we cross a small bridge, that there is a notice is saying the loch 
is private and visitors are not permitted. 
I dismiss this, pointing out that we are on a public road with just one way in and one way out. 
We find a suitable spot to park and clamber down to the loch shore. It is even better than I 
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had imagined. With beautiful sunshine, gorgeous surroundings and not another human being 
to be seen I feel we have ‘hit the jackpot’. Littlies are keen to paddle in the loch and the 
discovery that we have forgotten their bathers is no problem, with not another human being 
anywhere in sight they can enjoy ‘skinny dipping’. 
Lucy, the Dalmation, is likewise enjoying the water. 
This idyllic scene is soon interrupted by the arrival of a Land Rover out of which strides a short 
stocky man who I later christen “Willie the Ghillie’. (As an Aside- Ghillie is basically a Scottish 
estate worker- for a more detailed description ask Maisie). 
He opens with the remark “Can you no read?’. 
In an attempt to lighten proceedings, I announce “Not if it’s in Scottish”. 
My humour is not appreciated and I realise Willie is one of those people whose neck colour is 
an indication of his mood level. Willie’s neck has turned crimson. 
It is at this point that Spouse intervenes: 
“I did see a sign but I thought it was concerning fishing in the loch.” 
Brilliant! -why didn’t I think of that? 
“Aye well it does mention fishing” retorts Willie 
After abject apologies Spouse goes into raptures about the beauty of the loch and it’s 
surroundings and then invites Willie to join us for a cup of tea or a glass of lemonade. To my 
astonishment Willie accepts and settles down to wax lyrical about the estate. His neck colour 
is now a pale pink- I can clearly see this as Willie has his back to me and is totally focused on 
Spouse, even the sight of three Sasanach children skinny dipping in the loch with a crazy dog 
is not deflecting his attention. (As an Aside – Sassanach is a Scottish term of endearment for 
English people, ask Maisie for more information). I realise that Willie is quite mesmerised by 
Spouse, who, wearing a bright yellow T-shirt and white shorts I have to say does look quite 
delightful, Willie clearly thinks so! 
Willie eventually leaves us but not before he turns round to rasp at me: 
“You can stay for now, but dinna come back again” - his neck is turning crimson again and I 
have visions of Willie at Culloden, claymore to hand, charging at the evil Sassenachs! 
Despite Willie’s interruption, the idyllic surroundings, a lovely picnic lunch, the children 
paddling and the walk with Lucy around the loch make it a day to remember. En route ‘home’ 
I feel in such a good frame of mind that I decide we will find a restaurant and eat out. With 
three small children this is not something we risk very often. We find a restaurant and as we 
enter the dining room I, and Spouse, both realise this is perhaps a wee bit more ‘upmarket’ 
than we had envisaged. Our fears appears to be shared by the restaurant manager who guides 
us to a table for five with a look of trepidation on his face. With excellent food and exemplary 
manners from the littlies his, and our, fears, I begin to think, are unfounded. It is as Spouse 
and I enjoy an after-dinner coffee that we notice the littlies have suddenly disappeared, this 
coincides with several guests at adjoining table raising the table cloth to peer under the table. 
We later discover that middle littlie had persuaded his sisters to have a game of hide and seek. 
Time to make a quick exit. Back at the car I discover I have locked the keys in the car. Thank 
goodness for Lucy!. Not that she is capable of raising the catch but with the rear window 
slightly open and the assistance of a metal coat-hanger borrowed from reception we are soon 
on our way. Tired children, and parents, are quickly in bed and I smile as I recollect the day 
and our brush with Willie. Peace is soon disturbed when smallest littlie finds a reason to join 
Mummy and Daddy and she is joined by Lucy who hasn’t yet worked out where to sleep in 
her ‘new home’. 
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“Today we are off to see the Loch Ness Monster” I announce. 
A brief description of the Monster has clearly stirred the imagination of middle littlie who is 
first to the car as we set off to go down the ‘Great Glen’. We find a suitable place to park and 
wander down a path through the bracken to the shore of Loch Ness. I may have over hyped 
the Monster, Spouse clearly thinks so as she consoles middle littlie with the promise of a toy 
Monster once we reach Fort William. On the way back to the car as we walk through the 
bracken, I feel a ‘sting’ around my stomach area and on inspection find a tic neatly embedded 
in my abdomen. Undeterred we carry on to Fort William and go into the Tourist Information 
Centre, primarily to get toy Monster. As Spouse wanders off with middle littlie I am left with 
the other two and we are approached by a very pleasant young lady attendant who asks: 
 “Is there anything I can help you with today?”. 
“Yes” interjects eldest litltie“ Daddy has a tic in his tummy, can you get it out for him?” 
Young lady and several people within our vicinity quickly move to give us a wide berth. 
Time for a quick exit. 
 As an aside I later realise that it is this forthright approach that later in life leads eldest to a 
successful career as a lawyer. 
 
Back ‘home’ Spouse explains to littlies that you can’t just pull out the tic it has to removed 
carefully – I am pleased to hear this as the thought of being relieved of a chunk of abdominal 
tissue is making my eyes water. We then discover that Lucy has gathered not one but several 
tics and doesn’t appreciate them being removed, she migrates to a corner of the caravan to 
sulk. 
 
The week over we take the long journey home to England and our home in Leicestershire. 
“I feel in need of some R&R’” announces Spouse. 
“What’s that” asks eldest littlie 
“Rest and Recouperation” 
“But we’ve just had a holiday Mummy!” 
“Really”!! 
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As an Aside – Eldest little, given the opportunity, took great delight for some time after the 
holiday to inform dinner guests of ‘Daddy and Lucy and the tics’. Just the sort of topic to give 
one an appetite!. 
 
As a further aside- the controversy surrounding the Loch Ness Monster still continues. I suspect 
the whole thing is a devious ploy by the Scottish Tourist Board to lure gullible Sassenachs north 
of the border. 
 
Maurice Waring 
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Baby boomers will tell you that CJ Dennis was an Australian poet … 

 
who wrote The Sentimental Bloke in the early part of the 20th century. He eclipsed Banjo 
Paterson and Henry Lawson as the most read and most quoted poet we ever had.  
 
Soldiers of the first world war often carried his Songs of a Sentimental Bloke in the pocket of 
their tunic. It was designed to fit neatly into that space – a cunning bit of marketing if ever 
there was one. History shows that many of our soldiers read, learned by heart, and recited 
the poems in those terrifying trenches. It was a brief escape from the horror of war and a 
reminder of home.  
 
CJ Dennis or Den as he was affectionately known, studied the language spoken by a section 
of society generally dismissed by gentler folk. It was the language the larrikins, the barrow 
boys of the Vic Market and nearby streets of that precinct. It was, in fact language so specific 
to that district that Den needed to include a glossary at the end of the book. He aimed to 
show that gentle folk were not alone in their finer feelings of falling in love, that rougher men 
and women had the same deep emotions but a little more difficulty expressing them.  
 
Why did this work of genius survive till today? One contributing factor already mentioned, 
lies in the fact that many of our soldiers treasured and preserved it in those muddy, horrific 
trenches on the other side of the world. So many came home quoting bits and pieces from 
The Sentimental Bloke and would recite it at the drop of a hat. Our parents were the lucky 
receivers of those magical word pictures and many of us little ones simply absorbed it like a 
rite of passage.  
 
In the early 50s, a renowned Australian actor, Peter O’Shaunessy took up the challenge and 
created his iconic interpretation of The Bloke. My Uncle Harry gave me the record that I have 
kept to this day. It was the first 10-inch microgroove recording I ever had and I’m happy to 
say is still in mint condition. In 1990, actor John Derum, restored The Sentimental Bloke in his 
great show and since then several rep. companies have performed the work. 
 
Alas, Den’s work is fading from consciousness now and few of the generations following us 
baby boomers know the work of his genius. A decade ago, in an effort to rekindle local interest 
in The Bloke, I recited it at a gathering of neighbors in a beautiful garden on a hot summer’s 
evening in Kallista. This garden was slap bang next door to where CJ wrote much of The 

Sentimental Bloke at Sunnyside, once a berry farm where the owner Garry Roberts, patron 
to a several artists, had given Den a temporary home - an obsolete horse drawn tram.  
 
Later that year we took the performance to a packed Kallista Mechanics Hall. It was such a 
thrill to recite Den’s wonderful work in the very same hall he had helped build and where he 
played billiards on Friday nights in 1915/16.  
Here is that performance given at a time when I had a voice that could fill a hall. Alas, old age 
has robbed me of that ability. As Shakespeare wrote of that sixth age, “With spectacles on 
nose and pouch on side, his youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide for his shrunk shank, 
and his big manly voice turning again towards childish treble, pipes and whistles in his sound.” 
 
Mac recites The Sentimental Bloke                                                                      Mac Craig 

https://youtu.be/P0mSzvrNqsI
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BUSY 
 
This year has never been busier after two years of hardly any contact.  Aldo and I are back to 
teaching Italian. It’s been nice to see our students return to class again. Between us we have 
four classes running.  However, this year the students are always coming and going off on 
holidays not that I can blame them after being cooped up for so long.  Still, we are 
progressing slowly hopefully with better attendance next year. 
 
Halfway through this year I joined the U3A Over the Hills Singers group.  I’ve always loved 
singing but my voice has changed and I can no longer hit the high notes.  I can’t read music 
so I asked Aldo to play the Alto part for me (apparently that’s where I am now) on his 
clarinet so I could follow the rhythm.   It also helps to have a good friend like Heather 
standing right near me.  She’s a fabulous singer and I think I can speak for the Altos that she 
spurs us all on as well.  Our teacher Ros Winter is so talented as is Graham Dunstan and his 
wife Gaye who so patiently plays the piano for us.  There’s still so much to learn but I’m 
hanging in there.    
 
I’m also a member of a Book Discussion Group, Dot Radings runs it.  We meet over lunch 
every second Tuesday of each month. It’s an improvement from Zooming.  Which is what 
we were doing in the last two years.   
 
My Theatre Group are back as well.  I have been going to production at the MTC for fifteen 
years now but our numbers have dwindled from ten to seven.  We usually would see eleven 
plays during the year but due to Covid we were lucky if we got in four or five.    
 
Of course, my passion has always been writing.  Any spare time is spent doing just that.  My 
first book was a memoir, set in Italy.  My second book is fiction and you know what they say 
about fiction it’s the real truth.  The story shifts between Melbourne and Venice. 
Unfortunately, it wasn’t going anywhere during Covid but It’s now finally at the publishing 
stage.  Hopefully it will be out before the end of the year.   I have now started on my third 
book which is already 16,000 words in.  It’s also fiction and it’s set in Australia.  All three 
books are very different.   
 
I can’t imagine not writing but I’m often distracted by the daily chores.  Virginia Woolf said 
that to write one must have a room of one’s own.  She didn’t mean a room exactly just a 
space somewhere a writer could disappear to for a long while.  I have a room but 
unfortunately, I often can’t find the time.   
 
It seems I’m doomed to mediocrity. I can’t leave the bed unmade; I can’t leave the 
vacuuming.  I can’t even leave the dishes, well at least not for a long period.  I know artists 
who actually live in such filth you wouldn’t ever eat off their plates or use their toilets, yet 
there is no doubting, their art, their craft, their minds no such petty thing as housework is 
going to deter them 
 
‘Have you not learnt anything, woman?’ I can hear the suffragettes, the feminists saying 
about my compulsion to have the house neat and clean before attending to my passion.  
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Have you not learnt anything from our hardships, our stories to throw off the apron strings? 
Have we not influenced you at all?’ 
 
‘But, but…’ I would begin and therein lies the problem. 
 
Dolores Belemo 
 
 

Picnic in the spinifex 

It’s hard to find a spot for a picnic when you are surrounded by spiky spinifex. Don’t fall into 
it either, or grab its tall stems to steady yourself.  

But I do find a spot, and what a spot it is. I’m perched high above a dry riverbed that flows – 
as much as dry riverbeds can flow (and they do!) – between two high red-as-red bluffs. 
Beyond is the eroded, some would say desert, landscape. A native Callitris pine, grey-green 
with stout dark-ribbed trunk and branches, provides shade. A flowering mistletoe is just 
above me complete with, you guessed it, a mistletoe bird. Nearby is a grevillea with flowers 
the colour of the cliffs, burgundy maybe, and there’s a hakea unlike any I’ve seen before with 
long skinny leaves the colour of mist with a grey sheen, and flowers, hundreds of light cream 
yellow bursts of curled stamens in pretend rows. And there’s a singing honeyeater taking 
advantage of the nectar and pollen riches on offer. It doesn’t leave the tree the whole time I 
am having my picnic. That’s not all, emu-bushes with several still flowering from the summer 
rains, though the rest have seeded already. As have most things.  

So this is the dry barren hot desert of Central Australia. Really?  

“Amazing place, eh?” says my neighbor. “Red cliffs, full-on sunsets, galahs by the hundred. 
Building not bad either with its rammed earth walls between cut off tree trunks – termite 
resistant - curved roof beams, a stone fireplace you could sit in even with red gum logs 
burning... it’s below freezing here most nights in winter.”  

I agree, and ask “Where did you get the beer? And where are you from?”  

I’m at Ross River flamboyantly known as Ross River Resort. It’s not, though it has a swimming 
pool, and 11 peacocks, and plenty of character but not of the resort category. But does it 
matter? Not out here 70 kilometres east of Alice Springs in the East MacDonnell Ranges as 
distinct from the “West Macs” where most people go to see the popular sites such as Stanley 
Chasm, Ormiston Gorge.  
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I’m heading there later when family arrive – post covid, so plans postponed – but in the mean 
time this quieter area – people and caravans – is just as glorious. Maybe cliffs not quite as 
high, but they are red, red, red and cracked into blocks as if put there by a giant playing with 
boxes, all reflected in the still surfaces of the waterholes.  

The river red gums lining the edges of the dry creeks and waterholes wrap their roots around 
the rocks, sometimes growing between them to appear as solid white cylinders curving away 
from their host trunk.  The trunk may be standing tall but more likely one part has also arched 
away sometimes to meet the ground and start again.  

These trees need to dig deep, to cling to the rocks, otherwise the floodwaters, who knows 
how often, will pull and tear at them, and the rocks and the soil. Anything that is moveable is 
swept downstream, down the usually dry creek bed who knows how far. Over time – maybe 
hundreds of years - eventually to Lake Eyre called Kati Thunda by the many Aboriginal nations 

in the Lake Eyre Basin.   

There were downpours this year in the wet 
season which usually stays further north 
drenching and drowning everything.  But 
sometimes the wet season is pushed south. It 
used to happen every 10 years or so but, like 
so many matters of the weather, it’s 
changing. Not only are summer temperatures 
getting warmer so is the humidity getting 
higher. It’s not a pleasant combination say the 
locals. For those for whom this is their 
ancestral Country they don’t want to move. 

But some of the older Aboriginal women are saying it will be uninhabitable and they are 
demanding action. Along with the rest of us.   

So these rivers flowed and the waterholes filled up.  A lot of rain would have been absorbed 
into the sandy soil but enough would flow picking up anything moveable and carrying it away 
to leave it as dangling debris.  

I see the aftermath with big bundles of sticks, whole limbs with leaves, caught high up, well 
over head height, above the now dry creek bed. Given the bed is often 50 metres wide and 
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the water would have been at least 10 metres deep that’s one helluva lot of water falling from 
the sky. Good firewood, if you can reach it, and a strong reminder of the power of nature.  
Nature is reminding us a lot these days.  

I try to imagine the sight. Where would it be safe to watch from? On a cliff. Which makes it 
impossible. Only locals can see it as all roads are closed, even bitumenised ones, as dozens of 
creeks flow out from the ranges. Floodway says the sign, and again, and again. There must be 
50 just between Ross River and Alice. After the flowing stops, they are covered in sand and 
logs and branches, and probably dead stock. All must be pushed off the road before it can 
open. It would pay to own a grader in Alice.  

My new friend brings me back a beer. And where did you say you are from, I ask? Cockatoo 
he says.  

 

Karen is a local land manager and environmental activist. She is happy to answer questions 
on bushland management. 

 

Karen Alexander     E: karen@snowgumpress.com.au 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

mailto:karen@snowgumpress.com.au
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In my high school days, I was appointed prefect even though I was not 
very bright, I was considered a good citizen. Mine was a staff 
appointment, unlike most of the others who were voted in by popular 
choice. That says a lot.  
 
One prefect job I had was to go to school half an hour early every day 
to be available for kids who had lost or left their locker key at home. I 
was the holder of the MASTER KEY.  They trusted me not to pilfer 
other kids’ stuff.   

 
I was given a little notebook where I had to record who I had opened 
a locker for and to keep account of their payment of sixpence. If they 
didn’t have the money, I had to follow up the debt over the next few 
days until I prised it out of them. The money was held by our trades 
teacher who was saving up to buy a key cutting machine. It took a 
couple of years’ worth of sixpences to save that much so I was assured 
of a long term, prestigious job.  
 
If a kid had lost his key, my other job was to take a duplicate to a 
tradesman at the Blackburn shops and bring back two keys next day. 
In those days, I didn’t consider it was slave labour. What naivety!  I 
had given up my morning paper round so I had the time.  
 
When the trades teacher finally bought the key cutting machine, he 
kept it quiet and continued to charge kids the same amount to get 
their replacement key.  
 
For a well brought up boy, this didn’t seem right, but I kept the guilty 
secret. And I kept my bribe for many years - the 1958 Annual 
Citizenship Award, a lovely, illustrated book titled, Adventures In 
Paradise.  
 
Mac Craig 
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Recovering Mozart 

 
Mozart wrote twenty-two operas, the first of 
which when he was twelve years old, some 
as a teenager, and the rest whilst writing 
loads of symphonies and other works, some 
of which we are quite familiar with – Eine 
Kleine Nachtmusik anyone? 
 

Very few, if any, classical music lovers would be able to 
name the twenty-two operas he wrote; most would know about five or six, the only ones 
which are regularly performed and which form the bedrock repertoire of all the major opera 
companies. Who hasn't heard of The Magic Flute? Who has heard of Lucio Silla? 
 
In the early 2000s the Salzburg Festival in Austria (where Mozart was born) decided to 
resuscitate all twenty-two of his operas and present them together at the 2006 Festival. As 
one of the leading European festivals Salzburg has access to a wide range of quality singers, 
directors and musicians. All the operas would be presented in 'modern' dress with minimal 
staging, presumably to keep costs down. Critically, for me at least, it was decided to televise 
all productions and produce a thirty-three DVD set (Mozart 22). 
 
Some of you will be aware of my abiding addiction to the operas of Richard Wagner, but when 
I saw a discounted set of Mozart 22 I knew I had to buy it. And I did, about twelve years ago. 
 
I can easily combine Wagner and Mozart. My delightful border collie/ kelpie bitch, 'Cosi' for 
short, was officially named 'Cosi-ma Wagner fan tutte'; combining my favourite Mozart opera 
with Wagner's wife. Is that enough to prove how pompous I can be? 
 
The problem with Mozart 22 was that after voraciously consuming the well-known operas 
and starting on the lesser-known ones I found it a bit isolating to watch the latter by myself, 
so the set got relegated to my DVD shelf along with such complete sets as 'Red Dwarf', 'Fawlty 
Towers' and the like, which get aired on rare occasions. There my Mozart languished. 
 
About a year ago I was in conversation with an old acquaintance in Emerald, one of whose 
main claims to fame was that he had been at the first Sunbury Festival in 1972. I discovered 
that while he had a very limited knowledge of opera he was keen on orchestral works by such 
composers as Beethoven, Sibelius, Bruckner and the like, so I asked him if he'd be interested 
in watching Mozart operas (some of which were quite obscure, I warned). Yes, he would. 
 
Once a fortnight he turns up at my place and we watch Mozart. I took him through the famous 
operas first and then we embarked on the more obscure ones. We have about eight to go. 
The whole exercise has entertained and enlightened us both, though neither of us can claim 
to now be experts. 
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Here is not the place to analyse these lesser-known and often obscure operas by an early-
flowering genius. It suffices to say that, however curious and unfathomable some of the plots  
 
 
might be, they are full of Mozart's wonderful (and easily recognisable) music, accompanied 
by superlative singing. The festival has done Salzburg's favourite son proud. 
 
 
Bill Pell 
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